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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. The European Commission (EC) programme 'Co-ordination of Information on the
Environment' (CORINE)includesa majorprojectto map the landcoverand landuse of member
states.
•
2. The CORINE land cover map, producedby visual interpretationandmanual digitising,shows
44 cover types, in vector format (ie as digitalmap outlines)at 1:100000 scale, with a minimum
mappable unit of 25 ha.
•
5. A trial area, 100 km x 100 km in north-eastEngland, mostlyin Yorkshire,was subsampled
within an image analysis system, to give a 50 m cell size, and filteredto remove the smallest
polygons. The resulting map was exported to a geographical informationsystem (GIS) and
convertedto vectorformatgivingdigitaloutlinesof 105 000 polygons.Those polygonsless than
2 ha were dissolvedinto their surroundingclass, reducingthe total numberto about 45 000.
6. Polygons greaterthan 25 ha wereallocatedas outputto the appropriateCORINEclass, giving
an archive file covering over 79% of the 100km square. Then, neighbouringpolygons of like
cover were grown together and, if greater than 25 ha, allocatedto the output. This polygon
merging processremovedabout 4000polygonsand increasedthe coverageof greaterthan 25 ha
•
polygons to about 80%.
-
7. CORINE mosaic classes, were created by removing the boundariesbetween two or more
relevant cover types: if composite polygonswere greater than 25 ha they were output to the
appropriateCORINEmosaicclass.Thisprocedureformedabout6000compositepolygonsgiving
an archive file with 98% cover. The remaining3000 isolatedpolygons,each less than 25 ha in
-
extent and in total coveringjust 2% of the area, were dissolvedinto the surroundingclass.
D 8. CORINE maps identifyelementsof land use: the final stage re-examinedimages and maps,
9 using externaldatawhereavailable,t
o helpidentifypolygons(orpartsof polygons)whichneeded
to be re-coded to give a CORINEland use class.
•
The steppedboundaryof the original50 m pixels, 0.5 mm at the fmal mapscaleof 1:100000
C.) and just visible to the naked eye, were removed by splining between the vertices using GIS
smoothing functions.
•
Hard copy output maps were printed at 1:100 000 scale. Results were assessed visually
against CORINEoutputmade by the usual visual/manualmethods.Agreementand map quality
were to the satisfactionof the AdvisoryGroup includingmembersof the CORINELand Cover
Technical Unit.
3. The Land Cover Map of Great Britain (LCMGB)gives a raster (ie grid-based)map which
records cover on 25 m cell size, identifying25 cover-types,with a minimummappableunit of
0.125 ha, showing landscapepatterns at the field-by-fieldscale.
4. This study aimed to:
i identify how far automatedmeans could be used to convertthe LCMGBto CORINE
requirements
ii. assess needs and methodsfor additionalcontextualand interactiveprocessing
iii. to evaluatethe methods in terms of effectivenessand efficiency
4,0
0
ID
11. The results of this comparisongive a fascinatinginsightinto the impacts of generalisation:
82%of pixelsshowedequivalentcovertypes in boththe LCMGBand CORINEmaps.The other
18%which changedclassificationshowedthe effectsof generalisation.
• 12.Throughgeneralisation,the moreextensivecovertypeswereconsolidatedwhilerarer features
were either removed, incorporatedinto mosaicclasses or, in complexesof semi-naturalcover,
labelled according to the dominant component Thus the overall proportion of arable land
increased.So too, urbanareas,capturedmanypixelsrepresentingsmallopen spaces.Conversely,
areas of suburbanand rural developmentdeclinedthroughthe loss of isolated rural buildings.
Losseswererecordedin mostsemi-naturalcovertypes.Deciduouswoodland,whichoftenformed
-	
smallcopsesand shelterbelts,was halvedin totalextent,despitegainselsewherethroughremoval
of clearings in larger woods; larger blocks of coniferousplantationsurvivedalmost unchanged
in area.
13.Most CORINEclassescomprisedbetween70%and 85%of one LCMGBclass: the 15-30%
of pixels 'captured' by generalisationwere covertypes dissolvedinto their background.
14.The allocationof the originalLCMGBclassesfurtheremphasisedthese losses. So 98% of
seapixelswerere-mappedto estuaryon the CORINEmap;93%of extensivearablepixelsstayed
as arable; 80% of the moredisaggregatedagriculturalgrasslandpixels remainedas pasture.Just
54% water pixels formed areas of sufficient extent to be retained. Only 35% of deciduous
— woodland pixels remained as such. A remarkablysmall 5% of rough grassland pixels were
retained.Thesedifferencesare the naturalconsequenceof usinga 25ha minimummappableunit.
1 15. The key phases, from initial raster filteringto final vector smoothingof the raster-based
n
outlines,requireon average 11.5days per 100km square,with30 squaresin total. Overallcosts
 
are likely to be between WC& and £.160kfor full conversion.Depending on the contractor,
additionalcosts might includelicencechargesof L167kfor the LCMGBand satellite images.
n 16.Alternativecostsof a new CORINEphoto-interpretationareestimatedat aroundf1.0million,
about 6 times the costs of basic conversion and more than 3 times the cost of if licencesare11; included.Eventhe full economiccosts, includingthe originalhigh resolutionLCMGBat £600k
r 	
plus CORINE conversion,give a grand total of f767k, a 23% saving on normal CORINE
mappingcosts.
C.
0 conversionnow goesahead,CORINEmapswillbe availableforuse in a Europeancontext,while
the more detailed LCMGBwill continue to be used for Britain's local, regional and national
•
needs.By undertaldnga conversionfromthe LCMGBto CORINErequirements,the end-product
0 	 is fully calibratedagains
tthe existing map (and all its existinguses). The vital link to ground
survey is providedvia the CountrysideSurvey1990.Inter-conversionavoidsthe dangersof have
0 	 two conflictingmapsof British land cover. The automatedconversionof the LCMGBwill also
providea valuableinsightinto the effectsof generalisationin the productionof all the CORINE
0 	 maps for othercountries.Operationat nationalscalemay demonstratethe way forwardfor future
updates throughout Europe, where other member states can also reap the benefits of high
resolutionmappingwhile maintainingthe Europeancontextprovidedby CORINE maps.
2
17. The benefits of automatedconversionare far greater thanjust the simple financialones. If
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The EuropeanCommission(EC) programme'Co-ordinationof Informationon the
Environment'(COR1NE)includesa majorprojectto mapthelandcoverandlanduse of
memberstates.
1.2TheCORINElandcovermappingprocedurespecifiesanend-productwhichis standard
for all of the memberstatesand which is being adoptedwidely for use in bordering
countriesof Scandinavia,EasternEuropeandNorthAfrica.In brief,it aimsto map land
coverinto44 types, in vectorformat,at 1:100000 scale, witha minimummappableunit
of 25 ha(Anon,1992).Theproceduresinvolvepaper-copyingof satellitedigitaldata,visual
interpretationof outlinesand manualdigitisingof linewort Mappingcan drawon any
externalsourceof informationincludingexisting maps. However,no other COR1NE
surveyshaveadoptedautomatedtechniquesforconversionof existingdigitalmaps.
• 1.3 In GreatBritainthereare stronggroundsfor developingsemi-automatedtechniques.
Britainhasbeenmappedbyan automatedclassificationof LandsatThematicMapperdata.
TheLandCoverMapof GreatBritain(LCMGB)gives a rasterdatabasewhichidentifies
25 cover-types(Appendix1), witha minimummappableunitof 0.125ha (Fuller,1993;
Fuller&Groom1993a&b;Fuller,Groom&Jones,in press),recordinglandscapepatterns
at the field-by-fieldsca/e (Figure1). The existenceof thisdetailedcover-mapof Great
Britaingives the possibilityof spatialgeneralisationand additionof supplementary• informationfromothersourcesto meettheCORINErequirements.
•
1.4 The DoE's policy aim in supportingthis work is to makea UK contributionto the• developmentof techniquesfor mappingthelandcover of Europeusingsatellitedataand
to providelandcoverdatafor GreatBritainas a CORINEstandardproduct•
1.5Thisstudyhasbenefitedfromthesupportof anAdvisoryGroup,comprisingindividuals
from relevantdepartmentsof the DoE and others with directexperiencein CORINE
mappingandsemi-automatedtechniques(Table1).
Table1. TheCOR1NEfeasibilitystudyAdvisoryGroup
• )
D
••
• )
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
MrR Bendall
Dr S Briggs
M. M Cornaert
Dr A Cross
Ms L Farrington
MrsH Hillier
MrI Kanellopoulos
MrG Mitchell
MrJ Phillips
DrP Saunders
MrC Steenmans
DrA Stott
R Uhel
Dr S Webster
MrsD Wikinson
Departmentof the Environment,WACD
BritishNationalSpaceCentre -
Commissionof the EuropeanCommunities,DGXI
Commissionof the EuropeanCommunities,DGXII
Departmentof the Environment,EPS
Departmentof the Environment,EPS
JointResearchCentre,Ispra
OrdnanceSurveyforNorthernIreland
WelshOffice
Departmentof the Environment,CSG
Commiccionof the EuropeanCommunities,DGXI
Departmentof the Environment,WACD
InstitutFrancaisde l'Environment
Departmentof the Environment,WACD
ScottishOffice
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Figure I. A sample section, around Bradford. Yorkshire, at 1:100 000 scale, of the Land
Cover Map of Great Britain. Predominant cover types are: urban development (class P
(Appendix 1) - dark grey). suburban 1 rural development (0 - light grey), pasture
meadow / amenity grass (F - green), tilled - dark brown). deciduous (K - red), rough
pasture dune grass ' Qrass moor (F - light brown) and grass / shrub heath (H - pink).
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2. AIMS OF THIS STUDY
•
2.1 The aims of this study were:
• To develop and demonstrate a methodology,using automated techniques, to
converta trial area of the existing ITE Land Cover Map of Great Britainto give a
productsatisfyingCORINE Land CoverMap specifications
• To recommendan optimal methodologyfor CORINEconversionfor all of Great
Britain
2.2 Specifically,the objectiveswere:
• To identify how far automatedmeans could be used to convert the LCMGB to
CORINErequirements
• To assess needs and methods for additionalcontextualand interactiveprocessing
to meet CORINEspecifications
•
To evaluate a range of different methods in terms of their effectiveness and
efficiency(ie map quality, and 'cost-benefit')
•
3. OUTLINE METHODOLOGY
3.1 The aim of the procedurehas been to produce an output map which generatesresults
comparablewith those from visual interpretationand manual mapping methods as used
elsewherefor CORINE Land Cover mapping. The approach has used, as far as was
possible,automatedmethodsof data generalisationand class re-assignment(Appendix2),
to dealwiththe majorityof situations.Thosecases whichwere not susceptibleto treatment
in thiswaywerehandledby manual intervention.The procedureshave beendevelopedand
tested in a 25 x 19 km sample study area, extended to a 25 km square and fmally
implementedin a 100km x 100 km 'tile', spanningfromthe Pennineson the north-eastern
outskirtsof Manchester,east to the estuaryof River Humbernear Kingstonupon Hull, and
north to Richmondand the North York Moors (Ordnance Surveycode 'SE', south-west
cornerBritish National Grid Reference400400) selectedto encompassa wide variety of
a
landscapes.
3.2 The fundamental process employed in this study is one of map generalization
(Appendix3). An experienced cartographer will often need to simplify detail when
generalizing.This may involve the smoothingof boundaries,aggregationof mixtures of
covertypesinto a generalisedclass, removalof small isolatedpolygonsand/orthe inclusion
`J	 of smalloutlierpolygonswith largernearbypolygonsof the sameclass.Conversionof the
map to CORINEclasses at this stage is done both automaticallyand interactively.Some0 LCMGB land cover classes have close CORINE equivalents; these are automatically
I .	 renumberedto CORINEclasses. Some CORINEclasses are a combinationof two or moreLCMGBland cover classes and can be joined together automatically(Appendix2).L-
u 5
0•
O
110
•• 3.3 The methodologyto achievethese steps automaticallyfromthe LCMGBhas comprised
the followingstages:
• A review of past experience with automatedproceduresfor CORINEmapping
• Filteringof the full resolution land cover map
•
Export to GIS as raster data
•
Temporarytessellationof the map before vectorisation
•
• Identificationof individual land parcels
• Removalof very small polygons
• Extractionof 25 ha parcels with direct CORINEequivalence
• Growingclustersof smaller polygons together
•
Analysisand classificationof polygonscomprisinga mosaic of severalclasses
•
Assignmentof parcels less than 25 ha to the mostappropriateneighbouringclass
•
-
• Use of 'exogenous' data and expert interpretationto identify CORINEland uses
-D • Smoothingof polygon boundaries
• Measurementof differencesbetween input and output maps
• Comparisonwith CORINE interpretationexample.
•
Productionof output reports and plotting of maps
'
3.4 The operation of these methods is summarised in Appendix 3. As the procedures
0 progressed,archive copies of the files were kept at each significant stage, so that later
analysiscould draw on the earlier detail, if needed.
4. THE PROCEDURES IN PRACTICE
4.1 Review
4.1.1 Attempts at automatedproduction of CORINE-standardmaps have been made by
severalgroups.Someunpublisheddetails have been suppliedby the CORINELand Cover
TechnicalUnit. These are briefly outlined below.
00
n0
0
u
1/4-
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0
•• 4.1.2 In the Netherlands (Periodic Report 9/10/90, Wageningen),automated CORINE
mappingwas based on a 25 m raster-basedmap produced from Landsat TM and SPOT
data. The procedure used filtering (3 times using a 3 x 3 kernel majority filter) before
conversion to vector and analysis as vectors in ARC/INFO.Results in the Netherlands
causedthe decision to opt for the full visual/manualmethodsof CORINE.However,while
manyof the proceduresusedin the Netherlandswere similarto thoseadvocatedhere, many
of themdiffered substantiallyin practicalterms fromthose proposedfor use in Britain:for
example,in the rejection of small polygonswithoutclusteringor productionof mosaics.
•
4.1.2 In Sweden, a pilot projectwas undertakenby the SwedishEnvironmentalProtection
Agency,the Departmentof Physical Geographyin Stockholm,the NationalLand Survey
in Lulea,the Centre for Image Analysisin Kiruna(Nordic CORINELand Cover meeting
7-8/9/93).The procedureused ARC/INFOGRID to generaliseto CORINEstandards.As
a result, CORINE mappingof Swedenis to take the form of a combinationof automated
mappingwith manual interpretation.
4.1.3 In Finland (CORINELand Cover meeting, Helsinki,4/9/93), researcherscombined
1:50 000 topographic maps and statistical data with supervisedclassificationof satellite
data. Resultswere analysedin ARC/INFOGRID. Again, CORINEmappingin Finlandis
to take the form of a combinationof automatedmappingwith manual interpretation.
•
4.1.4A paperby Goffredoa aL (1993)outlinesvector-basedproceduresforgeneralisation.
Mailer and Zeshen (1992) describemethodsfor generalisationof multiplesmall polygons
by methodssimilar to those used in this study.
•
4.2 Rasterfiltering
•
4.2.1 The LCMGB includesland parcels down to 0.125 ha, though these are only shown
where a feature has a strong spectral signature which distinguishesit from surrounding
classes: realistically, the minimum unit which is mapped consistently is 1 ha in extent
(Fuller a aL in press) and possibly up to 2 ha (Townshend,1983).CORINEonly shows
minimumunits of 25 ha. Therefore,spatial generalisationis a key part of the conversion
process.Suchgeneralisafionis muchquickerusing raster resamplingand filtering,but such
raster processestend to erodepolygonoutlinesif applied too coarsely.CORINEmapsare
(	 plotted at 1:100 000 scale, where the 25 m raster of the LCMGBwill be representedas0.25 mmunits, in vector format,smoothedto removethe serratedrasteroutlines.So, again,
ti1 generalisationis required.
r
r
0
o
•
•
(--) 7
4.2.2 Rasterpre-processingoperationswere developedfollowingtests usingresamplingto
50 m, 75 m, and 100 m grids by subsamplingto include every second, third and fourth
pixel respectively.Such resamplingcaused some break-up in image structurewhich was
improvedby raster filtering. A 3 x 3 kernel filter was passed across the images and two
filteringprocedureswere used: first,a majorityfilter whichset the centralpixelto the class
of the majority component of the 3 x 3 kernel window; second, as a final clean-up
operation,an isolatedfilter which only removedsingletonpixels in the centreof the 3 x 3
kernel window. Similar procedureswere thed using coarser kernels (5 x 5, 7 x 7).
•• 4.2.3 Visually, the coarser 75 m and 100 m cell-sizesover-simplifiedthe image structure
and were not felt to be comparable with the products of visual/manualinterpretation.
Similarly,coarser majority filteringproducederodedshapes,failingto preservecornersof
fields, linear featuresand other potentially relevantdetail. It wastherefore decided to use
a resampled50 m raster with majorityand isolatedfiltering.Thisgave a productwhichdid
not lose too much of the detailof the originalwhilstreducingthedatasetto a quarterof its
original size. The 50 m pixels provided 0.5 mm spacingof verticeson vector outputs at
1:100000 scale; these havebeen interpolatedin the finalsmoothingprocess,therebygiving
a structurewhich is visuallyacceptable.
•
4.3 Export to GIS as raster
4.3.1 It is possible to use ARC GRID to handle raster data or alternativelyto convert to
vectorbefore continuinganalyses.Either way, the processmust start to handlethe data for
entire land parcels, whetheras grouped raster pixels or as vectorpolygons.
4.3.2 ARCGRIDallowedgroupedpixels to be identifiedandallowedmanipulationof such
groups to simplify boundaries.But the boundarysimplificationprocedures,when tried in
raster, gave unsatisfactoryresults. It was thereforedecidedthat continuinganalyseswould
be made in vector format.
•
4.4 Tessellationand subsequentvectorisation
4.4.1 ARC/INFOlimits single polygons to a maximumof 10000 segments. Large or
complex polygons cause ARC/INFO software to fail. As a result it was impossibleto
complete raster-to-vectorconversionof the 50 m pixel image. It was thereforenecessary
to subdivide the 100 km x 100km (2000 pixel x 2000 pixel) square into smaller units.
Ratherthan cuttingthe map into smallersectionsand thenhavingto repeateveryanalytical
process on each, a 'chequer board' pattern was added to the intact original file thereby
artificiallysubdividingthe polygons which exceedthe maximumline segmentlimit (and
indeed many others). This chequer pattern comprised4 large squaresacrossand 4 down,
ie each square was 500 x 500 pixels, equivalentto 25 km x 25 km on the ground.Values
in the squaresof the 'chequerboard' were alternate100sand zeroes.As a result, the raster
classes0-25 became 100-125in alternate squaresand no one polygoncouldextendfurther
than one-sixteenthof the way acrossthe maparea.Whenvectorized,an 'artificial' join was
:7) created across adjoiningsquares.This was later removedwithoutaffectingthe subsequent
3
analysisof polygon patterns.
 
4.5 Identificationof individualpolygons
• 4.5.1 In vector form, the data were handled as individualpolygons.At this stage,prior to
3 any further simplifications,the 100 km squarecontainedabout 105000 polygons.
4.5.2 It would have been possibleat this pointto smooththe vectoroutlinesbeforeongoing
-
analyses. However, it was decided that such boundary generalisationswould be better
—
8
•
3
1
••
applied when final polygons were completedand hence the fmal pixel-contenthad been
determined.
•
4.6 Removal of very small polygons
•
4.6.1 Many of the originalvector polygonswere very small in relation to a fmal mapping
unit of 25 ha. It was therefore decided to removethe smallestpolygons from the vector
map as a first step. A rejectionthresholdof 2 ha was chosenbecause:
• there was someuncertaintyregardingthe consistencyof mappingpolygonsof less
•
than 2 ha (Townshend1983),
• such a size representsless than 10%of the fmal minimummappableunits
4.6.2 This size limit determinedthat less than 8 pixelsper parcel should be the rejection
threshold.Removalwas generallydone usinga eitherARC/INFO'eliminate' or 'dissolve'
functions. 'Eliminate' removed the boundary between the target small polygon and the
largest surrounding polygon, reclassifyingthe small polygon to that of the larger one.
'Dissolve' was used whereadjoiningpolygonswere to be combinedinto one, for instance,
where a mixture of ITE land cover classes combine to form a single CORINE class.
Eliminationof theseverysmallpolygonsreducedthe numberof polygonsto about45 000.
4.7 Extractionof 25 ha parcelsequivalentin CORINEclassification
4.7.1 At key stages throughoutthe process, polygons correspondingto land parcels of
greater than 25 hectares, within the CORINE classification,were saved to an archive
version of the file in both raster and vector formats.Thesepolygons formed the basis of7 the fmal map as it gradually built together to form a complete coverage of land cover
parcels. This process was first carriedout after the initialremovalof very small polygons.
The result was an archive file coveringover 79% of the 100km square. These polygons,
along with others, were later re-codedto CORINEclasses.
( 4.7.2 Some polygons greater than 25 ha had been artificiallysplit by the addition of the
'chequer board'. It was necessary to 'dissolve' the artificial boundaries created by the
'chequer board' technique,apart from the few exceptionalcircumstanceswhere they were
0 needed to retain polygonsof less than 10 000 segments.It was notedthat, for this 100km
square, the polygonsize problemwas only likelyto relateto two land cover classes,arable
Ci and grass: less extensiveclasses were unlikely to form oversizepolygons. So boundaries
were removed successively(eg a boundarybetween class 1 (inland water) and class 101
CE (water plus 100) were deleted). In the event, only arable land was too extensive for all
0 polygonsto be stored intact.Afterthe dissolvingof all, (exceptarable)classescrossingthe
chequer boardboundary,1198new polygonsgreaterthan 25 ha resulted.Eventuallyit will
0 be necessaryto re-aggregatearablepolygonsthat remainartificiallydividedby the chequer
board boundary. However, this problem (common to all CORINE mapping) cannot be
(-; solved until the release of Version 7 of the ARC/INFOsoftware.(--•
C' 9
•
• (-)
•
•
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4.8 Growing polygons together
4.8.1 Imageanalysis processeshaveusedvariousfilteringtechniquesto first grow,then re-
shrink regions, so as to mergeclustersof small polygons.Howeverthese processescause
an unwanted 'smoothing' effect on the output shapes. A GIS methodhas been developed
for this project, making use of severalprocessingfunctionswithinthe ARC/INFOsystem.
In the ARC GRID package several 'raster modelling' functions have been used. First,
groupsof like pixels wereanalysedto givethe optimumpathbetweenthem(i.e the shortest
distance).Second, the resultwasconvertedto a 'cost' per pixelthat relatesto their distance
from the source groupof pixels.Thesevalueswere then 'resampled', preservingpixel size,
to give a range of pixel values.Thesevalueswere zero within sourcepolygonsand many
hundredsfurther away fromthe source.Althoughfairly lowvaluesare producednext to all
the source pixels, the lowestare foundexclusivelywhere two groupsof sourcepixels are
very close together. A series of trials were then carried out by the simple selection of
maximum pixel values to assess the most accurate identificationof pixels between the
sourcegroups.These pixels,as representedin vectorform,identifythejoiningareabetween
close polygons of the sameclass.
4.8.2 This process was carriedout on individualclasses andthe resultscombinedtogether.
The result is the successful growingtogether of close polygons thus generalisingtheir
shape.Althoughsmall indentationsin polygonboundariesare also frequently'filled in', this
is a standardfeatureof cartographicgeneralisationand wasacceptable,evendesirable.This
process of reclassifyingpixelsto a completelydifferentclass necessarilyalteredthe totals
of pixelswithin certainclasses.In broadstermsthe gainsand lossesbalancedout with only
minimal changes in areas. These were compensatedby a much better representation,at
1:100000 scale, of polygonpatternsalongboundaries,of linear featuresetc. This polygon
merging process removed about 4000 polygons and increasedthe coverage of polygons
greater than 25 hectares to about 80%.
•
4.9 Analysisand classificationof 'mosaic'or compositepolygons
4.9.1 At this stage there remainedabout 35 000 small polygons(i.e. polygonsof less than
25 hectares in size). Individuallythese were too small to include in the final 1:100 000
scale map but collectivelythey could form significantpatterns in the landscape.This was
0 	 most noticeable where they joined together in complex mosaics. Such classes as '2.4.2
complex cultivation patterns' are key features of the CORINE map and require
0 identificationwithin the conversionof the LCMGB.
C) 4.9.2 Appendix4 gives a flowdiagramof decisionsleadingto the reclassificationof these
(	 complex areas. In essence it involvedmakinga vector
overlay by dissolvingthe internal
boundarieswithin clusters of adjoiningsmall polygons. This overlay formedabout 6000
0 	 compositepolygons.Theresultingvectoroutlineswere displayedontop of the detailedland
cover in raster form. The decisionrules detailedin Appendix4 were thenapplied and the
0 complexpolygon assignedthe appropriateCORINE targetclass.
4.9.3The initialdecisionsinvolvedautomaticprocesseswheremanyselectedpolygonswere
classifiedwith a single command.On completionof this interactiveclassificationthe new
10
.resultant polygons greater than 25 ha were incorporated into the archive file which was then
98.1% complete. In the CORINE mapping of Britain, this stage would be fully automated
using the 'zonal analysis' capabilities of the ARC GRID package.
4.10 Assignment of remaining parcels
• 4.10.1 The 3000 polygons which remained at this stage were less than 25 hectares in size,
separate from other polygons and generally isolated in nature. In the majority of cases they
were not significant for mapping at 1:100 000 and were dissolved into the surrounding land
cover class.
•
4.11 Use of 'exogenous'data and expert interpretationto subdivide into COR1NE
classes
4.11.1 CORINE maps identify elements of land use: for example they differentiate land
used for airports, leisure or industry. Such information was not readily classifiable from
images despite often being discernible using visual interpretation. The final stage re-
examined images using external data to help identify polygons (or parts of polygons) which
needed to be re-coded to give a CORINE land use class, such as Port areas (1.2.3),
Airports (1.2.4) or Sport and leisurefacilities (1.4.2). Within this test square it was deemed
sufficient to interpret directly from the raster-map using 1:50 000 Ordnance Survey maps
to help identify these land use types. However, in Advisory Group discussions, ITE made
it clear that future extensions to all of Britain would draw upon existing external data.
1 Pilot's maps might identify airports in current use. It has been suggested that Dump sites(1.3.2) might be identified from the Water Research Centre GIS (D Salathiel, personal
communication). Information on mineral extraction sites (1.3.1) might come from DoE
(D Salathiel, personal communication). Elsewhere, it will be necessary to overlay the draft
vector map onto the original imagery to interpret land use in exactly the same way as the
) usual manually interpreted CORINE maps.
4.12 Smoothingof polygonboundaries
r-) 4.12.1 Until this point, the map retained the stepped boundary shapes resulting from theresampled 50 m pixels. These steps are 0.5 mm in size at the fmal scale of 1:100 000 and
C-) just visible to the naked eye. In order to simplify and smooth the polygon boundaries, it
was necessary to 'spline' between the vertices using ARC/INFO line smoothing functions.
0
0
4.12.2. Splining was a two-step process. First the ARC/INFO 'generalize' was used to
remove the stepped effect by interpolation of pixel sides, using a 60 m 'weed' tolerance (ie
distance between vertices). This resulted in the removal of stepped lines in the
horizontal/vertical directions but created sharp corners where diagonals met: so, for
example, a stepped pyramid took the naturally sloping sides but incorporated a sharp peak.
To round these artificially generated angles, the 'spline' process was used with a 'grain
size' of 45 m (ie maximum deviation from the original line). This produced the best
compromise between retention of false angularity and the creation of artificial curves which
11
o
•would havegiven featuresa 'jigsaw' outline. The resultswereconsideredfully acceptable
at the 1:100000 examinationand plotting scale (Figures2 & 3), with boundariesretained
within a line's width of their originalposition.
4.13 Outputs
• 4.13.1 Hard copy output maps were printed at 1:100000 scale. Figure 2 shows vector
outlines of 25 ha polygonsderivedfrom the precedingsemi-automatedanalyses. Figure 3
shows the same area as filled polygonsusing standard CORINEcolours.
•
4.13.2 The full 100km squarehas been printed from the vectordata on a Versatec plotter
using standardARC/INFOsoftwareto write a 'Postscript' file for plotting at 450 dots per
inch. This resolution allows the plotting of linework with vector-quality,and permits
polygon infillingwith solid colour.
4.13.3 It is intended to incorporate the CORINE land cover data for Britain into the
CountrysideInformationSystem(CIS). The CIS is designedfor the desk-topsof planners
and environmental managers, who can readily access and manipulate quantitative
geographicalinformationvia the familiar 'Windows' environmenton a personal computer
(Haines-Younget at, 1994 & in press). In the CIS, the original25 m LCMGB data are
summarisedas percentage cover, per 1 krn square, for an aggregatedlist of 17 classes
(Appendix1): the CORINEmapmightbe summarisedon the samebasis. With 44 classes,
this could potentiallyadd 44 layersof extra data to the CIS. However,the CORINE map
with its 25 ha minimumunits records details at a resolutionwhich approachesthe 1 km
n' summary level of the CIS. It is inappropriatethat the constructionof the CIS CORINE
dataset,based on a generalisationof the LCMGB,wouldresult in an output file 2.6 times
the size of the LCMGB input to the CIS. A reduction in the size of the CIS CORINE
dataset mightbe achievedby aggregatingclasses into a shortlistof CORINEcover types.
For example, this might be at CORINE level 2, which wouldproducejust 15 layers of
"-
cover (andthe 2.1 irrigatedcategorycould probably.beomitted).But aggregationof broad-

leaved (3.1.1) and coniferous (3.1.2) forests might be considered undesirable for
applicationspurposes.DiscussionswillcontinuebetweentheDoEandITE to determineand
test a sensible strategy for incorporatingthe CORINE data into the CIS; this will be
completedin time for applicationthroughoutBritain.
I--
() 4.14 Qualitative assessments
• (,)
• 0
• 0
4.14.1 The researchspecificationdid not require intercomparisonsbetweenthe automated
proceduresand the standardmethodsof CORINE visual interpretation.The DoE decided
that such an exercisewouldbe expensiveand of little additionalbenefitat this stage, there
being no simpleway of determiningwhich map was the moreaccurate.The aim was, thus,
not a final evaluationof alternativemethods but rather to ascertainwhether the general
principlesof automatedconversionto CORINE maps couldwork.
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,	 Figure2. Vectoroutlinesof 25 ha polygonsderivedfromthe semi-automatedconversionto the CORINEmap,plottedat 1:100000 scale:themapsectionis as shownin Figure1.
0
13
0
0
Figure 3. A sample section (area as in Figure 1) of the CORINE map plotted at 1:100 000
scale. Colours are: continuous urban (1.1.1 - red), discontinuous urban (1.1.2 - pith),
pastures (2.3.1 - buff), arable (2.1.1 - yellow), complex cultivation patterns (2.4.2 - cream
with cross-hatch), broad-leaved forest (3.1.1 - mid-green), mixed forest (3.1.3 - dark green),
natural grasslands (3.2.1 - pale green), moors (3.2.2 - grey-blue), peat bogs (4.1.2 - grey-
mauve), water (5.1.2 - blue).
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Figure 4. An 18 x 25 km section of the CORINE land cover map, outh-east of Bradford
(overlapping with Figure 3), at approximately 1:100 000 scale, overlayed with manually
interpreted outlines (colours as in Figure 3). Note that the outlines have been drawn and
assembled as a mosaic from 6 photographic prints: scale distortions in photographic printing
have not been corrected, so exact fit is not possible. The unmapped portion represents a gap
in the photographic coverage.
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•• 4.14.2 Because the aim was to match visually interpretedproducts, it was considered
realistic for assessmentsof results to be made visually.For purposesof comparison,Chris
Steenmans of the CORINELand Cover TechnicalUnit providedmaps of cover made by
visual interpretationof bard copy imagesat approximately1:100000 scale using a study
site representingaboutone-fifththe original100 krnsquare.It mustbe emphasisedthat this
interpretation was preliminaryin nature, and was intendedprimarily as guidance to the
output requirementsof the semi-automatedprocess.
4.14.3 To make broad comparisons,the GIS automatedmap was rescaled to match the
approximate1:100000 scaleof the hand-drawnoutlines- it is far easier(andperfectlyvalid
for visual assessment) to alter the scale of the GIS product rather than to rescale the
tracings on transparentfilm. The originaltraced outlineswere thenoverlayedonto a paper
print-outof the GIS product.Results(Figure4) showthathand-drawnoutlinesmatchvector
outlines very closely at CORINE levels 1 and 2. Often the two overlay so that the one
obscures the other. Differenceswere largelywithinthe boundsof cartographicaccuracyor
were limited by the accuracyof interpretation.Wheresignificantdifferencesexisted,these
almost entirely affected CORINE level 3 classifications,reflecting the difficulties for
example in dividing the continuousand discontinuousurbanareas. It was agreed by both
the CORINE team memberresponsiblefor the map and the ITE team that the differences
were attributable to interpretationwhereneither could be said to be more correct than the
other. It was certainly considered that the automatedvector maps were perfectly good
alternatives to conventionalCORINEmanuallyproducedoutlines.
•
C)
{ -
• 0
• 0
• ()
0 0
• (-)
• .0
4.15 Quantitative impacts of generalisation
4.15.1 It is an inevitable consequence of mapping that the scale and resolution will
substantially affect the results obtained - taken to extremes,on global vegetationmaps
Britain might be shown to comprisea single class such as 'temperatemixed agriculture'.
When this generalisation is intended, it cannot be thought of as erroneous. However,
statistics quoted from generalisedmaps may cause confusionsand misunderstandingsif
compared with more detailedexamples.What this studyhas achievedis to fully quantify
the impacts of that generalisation,at least insofar as it affectspatternspreviouslymapped
at the field-by-fieldscale.
4.15.2 The impacts of generalisationon the cover statisticsfor the 100 km square were
assessedby examinationof the originalraster contentswithinthe derivedvectorpolygons.
Fromthis analysis,a correspondencematrixhasbeenconstructed.Table2 showsthe overall
allocationof individualpixels.Table 3 expressesthesevaluesper thousandpixels.Table 4
examines how LCMGBpixels are allocatedper thousand.Table5 recordshow CORINE
classes are made up per thousandpixels.Note that the total numberof pixels at 3991626
is smaller than the 4000000which might have been expected.Theraster-to-vectorprocess
strips the outer perimeterof pixels from the file in conversion.Thus 3992004pixels were
convertedto vectordata.In subsequentanalyses,a verysmallnumberof unclassifiedpixels
on the map edge (378 or 0.009%) persisted,where in the middle of the map they were
'dissolved' out. All these facts emphasisethe need to incorporatea buffer zone around
squares, overlappingwith adjacent squares.
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generalisation.It was inevitablethat such a process wouldsmoothout the variation in the
4.15.3 The results of this comparison give a fascinating insight into the impacts of
landscapeas the smaller land parcels down to 0.125 ha of the LCMGBwere removedor
aggregatedinto minimummappableunitsof 25 ha. Table2 recordsthat 82%of pixels show
essentiallyequivalentcover types (boldtype) in both the LCMGBand CORINEmaps.The
other 18% represent some generalisationeffects, either through incorporationof pure
LCMGB classes into CORINE mosaics (italics in Table 2). If these are consideredto be
essentiallyunchangedduringgeneralisation,theseraisethe totalof 'appropriately'classified
pixels to 83%. Thus the proportion'lost' through dissolvinginto the backgroundoccupies
17%.
4.15.4 The overall effect of this generalisationhas been for the moreextensivecover types
to consolidatewhile rarer features, especially those that form dissected patterns in the
landscape,were either removed, incorporatedinto CORINE mosaic classes (eg 2.4.3 ...
agricultwre with ... natural vegetation) or, where they formed complexesof semi-natural
cover, were labelled according to the dominantcomponent Thus Table 2 shows that the
overallproportionof arable land has risen from 44.6%in the LCMGBto occupy48.4%in
the CORINEmap. So too, urban areas, though not especiallyextensiveoverall, showed
such close aggregation in the urban complexesof Leedsand Bradfordthat they captured
manypixelsrepresentingsmallareasof open space.Conversely,areasof suburbanand rural
developmenthave declined, mainly through the loss of the latter component,comprising
mostlysmallparcels which were lost throughgeneralisation.Deciduouswoodlands,which
often formed small copses and shelter belts, have been halved in recordedextent, mostly
through eliminationin arable and pastoral areas; coniferousblocks have survived almost
unchanged,mostlybeing largerareasof plantation.Smalllosseshavebeenrecordedin most
(-7‘	 other semi-naturalcover types, throughexclusionin the moreintensivelyfarmedareas.The
mosaic class, 2.4.3 ... agriculture with ... natural vegetation was unique to the CORINE
map, as mosaicshad not generallybeen classifiedin the LCM:itsextent(at 0.71%overall)
C)	 was very small. This suggests a tendency in this square (as elsewherein Britain (Fuller,
Sheail & Barr, in press)) towards consolidationof intensive farmingin good areas and
° abandonmentto rough grazing in poorer areas, with relativelysmallparts of the landscape
representinga transition zone with mixturesof agricultureand semi-naturalland.
4.15.5 Examinationof the new CORINEclasses and their make-up(Table 3) reveals that
•
most comprisebetween 70% and 85% of one LCMGBclass, with only the estuary class
0
	 (5.2.2) substantiallyabove this amount. In most cases the 15-30%pixels 'captured' by
generalisation represent cover types included through having been dissolved into the
°
	
backgroundclass as isolatedpolygonsof less than 25 ha. Obviouslythere are other types
which comprisemixturesof cover. So mixed woodlandsappropriatelycomprisedeciduous0 	
trees with conifers and bracken. In the case of 2.4.3 (... agriculture with ... natural
vegetation), arable, pasture, deciduous and grass heaths make up about 20% each with0
several other semi-naturaltypes well represented.
°
4.15.6 The allocation of the original LCMGB classes (Table 4) further emphasises the
o patterns. So 98% of sea pixels were re-mapped to estuaryon the CORINE map; 93% of
Cj	 extensivearable pixels stayed as arable; 80% of the more disaggregatedhigher intensitygrassland pixels remained as pasture. Just 54% water pixels formed areas of sufficient
(--) extent to be kept by the CORINEmap. Only 35% of deciduouswoodlandpixels remained
u 210
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as such. A remarkably small 5% of rough grasslandpixelswere retainedas 3.2.1Natural
grasslandsin the CORINEoutput,whilemostof it wasblendedintothe backgroundclasses
of arable land, pastures and moor/heath.
4.15.7 At first sight, these impacts of generalisationmight seem to point to enormous
deficienciesof small scale (eg 1:100000) maps.However,it should be recognisedthat the
LCMGBrough gran, and inlandwaterclasses,so adverselyaffectedby generalisation,on
this map area represent 0.14% and 0.26% respectively.Perhaps of greater concern is the
impact on quite significantlandscapefeaturessuch as deciduouswoodlands,3.57%of the
100km square,accordingto the original25 m raster,reducedby generalisationto one-half
that extent because of their dissectedpattern within the landscape.
•
4.15.8 The automated conversionfrom the much more detailed LCMGBto the CORINE
map allowsusers of the product to ascertainthe impactsof generalisationso that they can
better relate the patterns and the cover statisticsto other data sources. Had the CORINE
map been produced by conventionalmeans without relation to the finer details of the
landscape,the potential was to cause considerableconfusionwhen comparingresultswith
other publishedstatisticsand to create the impressionof a productwith high levelsof error
whereas, in reality, they are primarily the natural consequenceof the 25 ha minimum
mappableunit.
'
5. THE WAY FORWARD
•
5.1 Methodologicalimprovementsand additions
'	
5.1.1 The methods used were successfuland changesare not recommendedunless good
reasonsarise:there is currentlyno obviousneedfor changesto extendthesurvey.However,
- 	 it has to be said that the 100km squarechosenfor this studyhas offeredits ownproblems:
so too, other squares will present uniqueproblemsrequiringmethodologicaldevelopments
duringprocessing.Extensionto all of Great Britainrequiresan inventiveapproachandany
organisationundertakingthe workmustguardagainstthe assumptionthatall problemshave
been solved and that the methods are entirely routine.
•
5.1.2 There are other methodologicaldevelopments,identifiedin this programme,not yet
C.	 adopted, mostly because they are irrelevant when mapping a single 100 km square, or
unavailableor inapplicable,but which should be applied in future uses of the methods.
0 Squareslarger than the ARC/INFOlimitrequirespecialtreatment.The solutionadoptedby
(	 other CORINE maps either uses the largest class as a background or it artificially
subdivideslarge polygons,just as this exercisehas done..The extensionto Britainshould
continue to adopt the sante strategy, until the release of Version 7 of ARC/INFOhas
addressedthe problem.
•
•
0
e
o 	
5.1.3 When mapping adjoining 100 km squares,it will be necessaryto allow a generous
overlapso that land parcels,hencepolygons,are notartificiallydividedby the 100km lines
C,	 of the British National Grid. The 25 ha minimum mappable unit of COR
INE is
complementedby the mappingof linear featuresof 100m width (thoughnone were found
U in this square). If on any sheet a feature 100 m wide ran for a lengthof 2 5 km, by either
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criterion it would be included; a wider feature could be commensuratelyshorter for
inclusionas an areal feature.But if it were artificiallycut by the grid, it might be missed.
Therefore,a minimumoverlapof 2.5 krnbeyondthe 100km squareshouldbe incorporated.
Suchan overlapwill allow seamlessblendingof adjoiningsquaresusingstandardsoftware.
It is thereforeproposedthat all squaresbe 105km x 105km (or smalleronly if comprising
large extents of sea). This will eliminate the problem of stripped perimeter pixels and
unclassifiededge polygons.
• 5.1.4 Whereas this study sought to develop, test and demonstrate the principles of
conversion,the fmal mappingof all of Britainshouldtake muchgreatercare over the exact
requirementsof CORINE (to ensure full compatibilitywith mapsof other EC countries).
This task is dependenton full trainingby the CORINETechnicalUnit,and theirsubsequent
role as advisors on the developmentof the project. It has neither been possible nor
appropriateto invest the time nor to ask the TechnicalUnit spendtime in training in the
detailed specifics of CORINE mapping. Normally, one week's on-site training prectdes
CORINE mapping of a new state, followed by regular meetings and quality control
procedures.This should be a part of the extensionto all of Britain.
5.1.5 Extensionto all of Britainshould draw upon externaldata to assist interpretationof
CORINE land uses, where needed. Examplessuch as the use of pilot's maps to identify
airports, or DoE informationon mineral extractionsites have been mentioned.Reference
to OS maps will identifygolf coursesand racecoursesas sportandleisurefacilities(1.4.2).
Elsewhere, it will be possibleto overlay the draft vectormap ontothe originalimageryto
interpretlanduse in exactlythe sameway as the usualmanuallyinterpretedCORINEmaps.
It is recommendedthat the vector outlines, after automatedconversionto CORINE,be
plotted onto the satellite image(s)and that vector additionsor editing of polygonstakes
place interactively,directly into the vector file. Support from OS and other data at this
interpretationstage will help to identifysites while the imageswillprovidethe outlines.
• 5.2.1 By automatedconversionof the LCMGB,end-userswill havea calibrationof the
2 	 CORINE product and an understandingof the losses and gains caused through
generalisation.However,it wouldalso be valuableto cross-linktheCORINEmapto field
0 data,usingthe 508 field-surveyed,1 km squaresof the CountrysideSurvey 1990(Barret
oaL 1993). These squares,mappedat 1:10000 scale, have beendigitisedas ARC/INFO
vectors, so comparisonswith the CORINEvectorsfor equivalent1 km areaswill be
3 	 possible: however, the numberof files involved and the fact that they will produce 508
individual correspondencematrices, makes the comparisonespeciallytime-consuming.
:) 	 Furthermore,the differencesbetweenthe field survey's minimumpolygonsof 400 n2 and
the CORINE polygons of 25 ha (625 times that size) makes direct comparisonshighly
0 questionable in terms of validity (in many CORINE squares, there may be no vector
0 	 boundaries at all). In the Land Cover Defmitions project (Wyatt, et aL in press),
comparisonswere made usinga grid of 25 points to score the coverin 59 field classesand0	 the shortlist of 17 cover types (Appendix 1) of the LCMGBsquares:resultswere closely
comparable with full resolutionvector comparisons.This subsamplingprocedure,which
Cy would be much quicker since it can readily be automated,mightbe applied to CORINE
L.' 23
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5.2 Calibrationagainst field data
••
versusfield comparisons.However, it also over-emphasisesthe spatial differenceswhich
are inherentin the two products.The Land Cover Defmitionsproject also used regression
analysesto inter-comparesummarycoverstatisticsper I kmsquare(Wyatt,etal.in press):
consideringthe very large differences in spatial resolutionbetween field and CORINE
products, this may be the most valid and relevant form of comparison for the general
purposesof understandinghow CORINEmaps relate to detailedfield records. It is highly
relevantto the comparisonswhich will be made routinelywithin the 1 km summariesof
the CountrysideInformationSystem(Barr a al. 1993).
•
7 5.3Timetable
•
5.3.1 The key phases, from initial raster filteringto fmal vector smoothingof the raster-
basedoutlines,are estimatedto requireon average 11.5daysper 100 km square, allowing
time neededto adapt and developthe techniquesto the peculiaritiesof each 100km sheet.
If somepart-filledsquarescan be amalgamatedwithadjoiningdata,Nationalcover should
be completedwith about 30 sheets in total, requiring345 days overall (Table6).
5.3.2 The estimated time in Table 6 allows for one week's training with the CORINE
TechnicalUnit and/or ITE's EnvironmentalInformationCentre.A small amount of time
-	 should also be set aside for checking and, if necessary,for refmementsof the existing
100km square CORINE map. Thus, commencementof the project should start with a
r reviewof the completedsheetunderCORINETechnicalUnitsupervision.The project time
e 	 in Table 6 also includesallowancesfor quarterlymeetingswith an AdvisoryGroupand/or
the CORINE Land Cover Technical Unit. The project management timetable also
C 	 incorporatestime for continuedreviewof relevantliterature.So too, time has been allowed
for liaisonwith the EC Joint ResearchCentreat Isprawhoare activein areasof automated
C mappingand map-generalisation.
• 5.3.3 In view of the potential importance of this work for wider use of automated
proceduresthroughoutthe EC, about40% of the proposedtime for projectmanagementis
devotedto reports and publicationswhich would presentthe methods in some detail.
r
Cr
ID0
0
II0
5.3.4Readersshouldbeawarethat thesefiguresare estimatedaveragesandthat times could
vary substantiallybetweensheets for the varioussteps.Furthermore,the time allocatedto
the various tasksassumes that the funding agency requires no outputs or further
developmentsother than those outlinedin this report. It is importantthereforetosee these
estimatesas provisional.
5.3.5 Calibrationagainst field data is an optional (thoughvery desirable)extra over and
above the basic conversionfrom LCMGBto CORINEformats:such elaboratevalidation
against field data has not been the norm in other CORINEmaps. It is therefore itemised
separatelyto distinguish this extra cost from the standard map productionelements. In
makinganestimateof costs, it is assumedthat the vectorand25-pointcomparisonswill not
be adoptedand that comparisonswill use summarycoverper 1 km square. Extractionof
data, calculation of regression and correlation statistics, compilation of a report and
publicationof results will require at least 4 weeks (20 days) of a technicalassistant,with
5 days supervisionby a senior manager.
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• Table6. Estimatedstaffrequirementsfor theCO1UNEconversionof theLandCoverMapof Great
Britain
•
•
•
task grade days
Pre-processing projectmanager 2
technicaladvisor 7
GIStechnician 60
•
Extractionof 25 ha polygonsprojectmanager 3
technicaladvisor 15
GIStechnician 135
• Interactiveedition& checkinprojectmanager 4
technicaladvisor 15
GIStechnician 105
post-mapprocessing projectmanager 1
technicaladvisor 3
GIStechnician 45
Reports&publications projectmanager 15
n technicaladvisor 15
C GIStechnician 10
.` TOTALSTAFF projectmanager 50
C
technicaladvisor 80
GIStechnician 375
C)
0
u
•
u0
0
-
•
C Projectmanagement projectmanager 25
technicaladvisor 25
GIStechnician 20
r
Table7. Estimatedcostsof CORINEconversionof theLandCoverMapof GreatBritain,basedon
fulleconomiccostsusingITEratesfor staffof gradesas usedin the feasibilitystudy
•
•
•
•


PERSONNEL DAYS if
•




TOTALSTAFF projectmanager(UG7) 50 19400
•


GIStechnicaladvisor(HSO) 80 17440
•


GIStechnician(HSO) 375 81750
m



118590
• EQUIPMENT/TRAVEL Unixworkstation+ GISsoftware


20000
•


Travel&subsistence
Equipment& supplies


10000
8000
•




TOTALSTAFF/



• EQUIPMENT/TRAVEL


156590(basedonITEcosts)
Cl




LCMGBLICENCE (dependingon contractor)


71000
C'



C LANDSATIMAGES (costsapprox.,dependingoncontractor)


96000
f- TOTAL (contractorotherthanITE)


323590
0 e




OPTIONALEXTRA



C) 1NTERCOMPARISON projectmanager(UG7) 5 1940
(Th WITHFIELDSURVEY dataanalyst(HSO) 20 4360


TOTAL


6300
0
5.4 Costs & benefits of automated conversion
•
C)
0
o
o
•
•
0
0
•
•
5.4.1 Overall time and staff requirements are listed in Table 6. If staff time is translated into
costs, using as a model the staffing used in the feasibility study (namely project
management at Unified Grade 7 and GIS research, development and technical support at
Higher Scientific Officer) these costs work out as shown in Table 7. To these costs should
be added the cost of a work station with ARC/INFO GIS which will be allocated full time
to this project. Costs of tavel and subsistence include foreign travel to the CORINE
Technical Team (in Brussels or Copenhagen), to the Joint Research Centre in Ispra, and to
CORINE scientific and technical meetings in Europe. Other costs will be incurred in
computer support and maintenance, hard copy reproduction, reports and other publications.
Overall cost are likely to be between £150k and flak for full conversion. Additional cost
elements include licence charges of £71k for use of the LCMGB and the cost of the images,
at c. f96k, to be used for added interpretations. If the contract were to be done by ITE,
these two amounts, totalling f 167k in value, would be treated as the ITE contributions to
the project
5.4.2 Costs of a new photo-interpretation are estimated at around f1.0million (based on
CORINE overall costs elsewhere which have been estimated at 5 ECUs per square
kilometre). This amount is more than 3 times the full cost of LCMGB conversion, or about
6 times the costs if ITE were to undertake the work on the basis outlined in the previous
paragraph.
5.4.3 It is important to note that the overall costs of the original LCMGB at £600k, plus
ITE's CORINE conversion cost would total £767k. This represents a 23% saving on normal
CORINE mapping costs. This is despite the fact that the overall project (automated mapping
and CORINE conversion) will have satisfied CORINE objectives in providing maps for use
in a European context, while having produced for Britain the added benefits of the high
spatial resolution map for local, regional and national uses.
5.4.4 The benefits of automated conversion are far greater than just the simple fmancial
ones and go beyond the added advantages of having two different spatial scales for local
or European uses. The DoE will also avoid the dangers of have two conflicting summaries
of the British land cover. The EC will have a far greater understanding of the meaning of
the GB CORINE map through calibration with high resolution data. Perhaps more
importantly, the automated conversion of the LCMGB will also provide a valuable insight
into the effects of generalisation in the production of all the CORINE maps for other
countries. By undertaking a conversion from the LCMGB to CORINE requirements, the
end-product is also related to the existing uses of the LCMGB. The vital link to ground
survey is already provided via the established links between the LCMGB and the field data
of Countryside Survey 1990. Extending this link to directly compare field and CORINE
maps will complete the three-way inter-comparisons between field, LCMGB and CORINE
products. It points a potential way forward for longer term European mapping.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
6.1 The methods outlined above have clearly achieved the aim of automatically converting
the LCMGB to a CORINE format They have demonstrated the means of using standard
GIS procedures, to convert the LCMGB's spatially detailed raster record into CORINE's
generalised vector patterns. The methods are applicable throughout all of Great Britain.
•
6.2 The pilot study has shown that the needs for additional contextual and interactive
processing are small; the study has identified the means whereby a combination of external
data, maps and the original images might be used to meet CORINE's needs for additional
land use information. These have been achieved quickly and relatively easily because the
vector-conversion provides the basic framework on which to build the interpretations.
6.3 The results match the quality and appearance of visually interpreted, manually recorded,
CORINE products giving an output that has satisfied the Advisory Group and the CORINE
Technical Unit.
•
6.4 The study has shown the methods to be efficient in operation. The methods have shown
direct cost-benefits in term of substantial savings over the cost of a new COME mapping
exercise. They have indeed suggested substantial cost-benefits even when the initial
investment in high spatial resolution mapping are taken into account
6.5 By undertaking a conversion from the LCMGB to CORINE requirements, the end-
product is fully calibrated against the existing map. Inter-conversion thus avoids the dangers
of having two conflicting maps of British land cover. The vital link to ground survey is
provided via the Countryside Survey 1990.
•
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Appendix 1. The land cover classification to the original 25 'target' cover types, giving
class numbers used in other Tables, and showing aggregation to 17 'key' cover-types used
in Countryside 1990 Series of reports (Barr et aL, 1993; Wyatt et aL, 1993) and depicted
in Figure 1.
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0
target cover (25 class)
20 Continuous urban
key cover (17 class)
Urban development
21 Suburban/rural development 0 Suburban/rural development
22 Inland bare ground


Inland bare ground
18 Tilled land


Tilled (arable crops)
6 Mown/grazed turf


Pasture/Meadow/Amenity grass
7 Meadow/verge/semi-natural


14 Scrub/orchard


Deciduous/Mixed wood
15 Deciduous woodland


16 Coniferous woodland


Coniferous/Evergreen woodland
5 Grass heath


Rough pasture/Dune grass/Grass moor
9 Moorland grass


8 Rough/marsh grass


Marsh/Rough grass
19 Ruderal weed


23 Felled forest


12 Bracken


Bracken
25 Open shrub heath


Grass/shrub heath
10 Open shrub moor


13 Dense shrub heath


Shrub heath
9 Dense shrub moor


4 Saltrnarsh/Intertidal vegetation


Saltmarsh
3 Beach and coastal bare


Beach/Mudflat/Cliffs
24 Lowland bog


Bogs (herbaceous)
17 Upland bog


2 Inland water


Inland water
1 Sea/estuary A Sea/estuary
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APPENDIX2. CORINEcover-typesand their equivalentsbased on the Land Cover Map of
Great Britain. CORINEcode numbers are those used in other Tables.
• 1.1.1Continuousurban fabric
Urban (21)
1.1.2Discontinuousurban fabric
Suburban(20) and polygons which are aggregationsof a dominant urban area with
any other cover-type
1.2.1Industrialor commercialunits
Urban/suburban/bare(20/21/22)- selectionmethodsto determined
1.2.2Road and rail networksand associatedland
Urban, suburbanand bare (20/21/22)polygonscoincidentwith Bartholomewsroads
and railways
1.2.3Port areas
-	
Urban, suburban,bare polygons(20121/22)plus associatedwater (1/2) interactively
edited in conjunctionwith navigationmaps
1.2.4Airports
Urban, suburban, bare and grass polygons (20/21/22/6/7)interactively edited in
conjunctionwith pilots' maps
1.3.1Mineralextractionsites
Bare areas (22) interactivelyeditedwith referenceto DoEdata sources (if available)
1.3.2Dump sites
Bare areas(22) interactivelyeditedwith referenceto DoEdata sources (if available)
1.3.3Constructionsites
Bare areas (22) interactivelyeditedwith referenceto DoEdata sources (if available)
1.4.1Green urban areas
C
Grasslands(6,7) surroundedby urban/suburban
1.4.2Sport and leisurefacilities
CT: Urban/suburban/bareareas (20/21/22)shown as ports on navigation charts - green
open space (6,7) on Bartholomewsmaps as golf-courses,parks, race-coursesetc
2.1.1Non-irrigatedarable land
Arable (18)
C [2.1.2Permanentlyirrigatedland - not applicable]
(-' [2.1.3Rice fields - not applicable][2.2.1Vineyards- not applicableat 25 ha units]
C: 2.2.2 Fruit trees and berryplantations
Scrub/orchard(14), interactivelyeditedto selectorchardsonly(few regions,selected
0 by referenceto OrdnanceSurveymaps)
1 [2.2.3Olive groves - not applicable](. 2.3.1 Pastures
CI Agriculturalgrasslands(6,7)[2.4.1Annualcrops associatedwith permanentcrops - not applicable]0	 2.4.2 Complex cultivationpatterns - not widely applicable- mixtures of arable (18) and
pastures(6,7)
C.) 2.4.3 Land principallyoccupied by agriculturewith significantareasof natural vegetation-
u 	
aggregate of polygons <25 ha to level-1, showing mixed arable (18), agricultural
grass (6,7) and seminaturalvegetation(5,8-15)
U [2.4.4Ago-forestry areas - not applicable]
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3.1.1 Broad-leaved forest
Deciduous broadleaved woodland (15)
3.1.2 Coniferous forest
Coniferous forest (16)
3.1.3 Mixed forest
Aggregate polygons >25 ha, comprising polygons <25 ha of deciduous (15) and
coniferous (16) woodland
3.2.1 Natural grasslands
Grass heath (5), rough grass (8), upland grass (9)
3.2.2 Moors and heathland
Dwarf shrub and grass/dwarf shrub mosaics (upland and lowland) (10,11,13,25)
[3.2.3 Sclerophyllous vegetation - not applicable]
3.2.4 Transitional woodland-scrub
Scrub (14)
3.3.1 Beaches, dunes, sands
Beaches (3) defmed interactively or using ITE/DoE Key Habitats maps to remove
intertidal zones
3.3.2 Bare rocks
Bare ground (22) except that which is interactively identified as man-made
3.3.3 Sparsely vegetated areas
Aggregate polygons >25 ha, comprising polygons <25 ha of mixed semi-natural
vegetation and bare ground
[3.3.4 Burnt areas - not applicable]
[3.3.5 Glaciers and perpetual snow - not applicable]
4.1.1 Inland marshes
Rough grass (8) in key wetlands (defined interactively or using Key Habitats maps)
4.1.2 Peat bogs
Lowland (24) and upland (17) bog
4.2.1 Salt marshes
Salt marshes (4)
[4.2.2 Salines - not applicable]
4.2.3 Intertidal flats
Beaches (3) excluding those of 3.3.1 (above)
5.1.1 Water courses
Inland water (2) defined by Bartholomews maps as linear features
5.1.2 Water bodies
Inland water (2) excluding water courses
5.2.1 Coastal lagoons
Sea or inland water (1,2) selected interactively (very few examples in GB)
5.2.2 Estuaries
Sea (1) defined interactively or automatically on basis of 'enclosure' by land
5.2.3 Sea and ocean
All remaining sea (I)
Note that of 44 CORINE classes, II do not apply in Britain. The fmal list therefore includes
33 relevant CORINE cover types, many with direct equivalents in the land cover map.
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APPENDIX 3. Technical processing - command details
Checked ARC file with same TIC values as
SEFIRST.
ARCEDIT added 16 'squares' (25 Km
square)
Clean and build as a polygon file
Change attributes to alternate 1,100 etc.
"Reselect CHEQTEST poly many *"
"Calculate CHEQTEST poly grid-code = 1"
Rasterize to 50 rn grid file
"Polygrid cheqtest cheqgrid grid-code"
"Cell size 50 m.
COMMENTS
Input sub-sampled to
50 m pixels
Mode filter 3 x 3 Kernek
file now has 50 m pixels
with, on average, parcels
>4pixels (2 ha) however,
many small 'polygons'
persist Hence a final
isolated filter.
Creates standard array
ASCII file created for
transfer
Direct route now
available. 1TE now has
fidl land cover map in
ARC/GRID format, so
future processing might
take data direct
Archived as SERCLASSK
to 18 required land cover
codes.
Vectorize test showed not
possible due to attempt to
form a single polygon of
greater than 10,000 ,arcs.
Version 7 of ARC/Info
has no limit 'Chequer
board' technique used to
work around the 10000
arcs problem.
Output grid file = 1998
pixels square (edges
stripped)
ACTION
A. 125PROCESSES
INPUT - original 25 m classified image
c'pi SE2 (b:e®2; b:e®2) SE_AT2_P1
m 'v' mode-file SEAT2_Plyoo SE AT2_1(3
SE-AT2-K3	 m 'v' mode SE CORINE 1
only = ISOL
B. TRANSFERFILE TO HORIZONGIS
C'DISKTRANSFER
DTI2TXT file called SE_CORINE. ASC
Copy to user for ARC processing
ARC/INFO PROCESSING
Import file with ASCHGRID
First GRID file = SEFIRST
2. a)
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Add 2 grid files
"SEIDO = CHEQGRID + SERCLASSK
Test 'dissolve' of artificial boundaries
Add item to vat file
All classes (except 18) copied to new item.
Vectorize (Gridpoly) to SEVECT
"Eliminate sevect smallgone"
Reselect area <17510.0
Keepedge
Renumber 'chequer' 100 values back to proper
land cover values.
Dissolve all boundaries caused by chequer board
pattern except class 18's.
Using Info and Arc plot reselects.
Identify biggest 10 class 18 polygons.
Successively change attribute (grid-code)
back to 18 and test dissolve on this class
18.
Saving of polygons greater than 25 hectares
Reselect command
Also save as a grid version of the data with
polygons less than 25 hectare give 'nodata' grid
value in output.
Growing Polygons together
(or removal of outliers)
a) Create remap tables
(COR2. 1) 1 for target class 'nodata'
(COR3. 2) 1 for target class 2 the rest






8) 



Note This test may need
t—o-6irun on each 100 km
square to ascertain which
class contains any
polygon exceeding 10000
arcs. Most likely classes
are:- Arable (18), Grass
(6). In test square only
Arable failed so all other
classes dissolved
Eventually fails on one
last large polygon. Leave
this as a separate
polygon in the file. May
need to combine and
separate arable file back
with the main file with
'Union' command
This procedure is
repeated at subsequent
stages of the whole
process to gradually
update and increase the
% of the target complete
map achieved Use of
A Rc update. 79%
completed to 25 hectare
polygons.
use for 'source' file
creation
use for 'cost' file
creation

 outgrid 1 = reclass (i/p file corridor 3,
COR2.RMT, nodata)
outgrid 2 = reclass (in/fil corridor 3,
COR3.RMT)



 outuid 3 = cost distance (outgridl, outgrid Delete backgrid and


2, Backgrid, gridall) gridall
complete
after process

 outgrid 4 = focalsum (outgrid 3) Gives values 0 to 5000+
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Nrels <437 gave best
aggregation of close
outliers without unwanted
expansion elsewhere.
Do above, class by class in order suggested
below:
2, 5, 6, 10, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22. (class 15
could be first?). Assess level of individual
change for classes by doing sum area on
individual classes by listing value item in
VAT file in INFO on both pre and post
process files.
Re-vectorize file with gridpoly
Reselect out new polygons >25 hectares
Analysis and classification of 'mosaic polygons'
Add item to vector file
Reselect polygons less than 25 ha into new
item with their grid-code attribute with
'calculate' command. Polygons greater
than 25 ha to get dummy code eg 100.
Need to pre-prepare files to assist with
interactive classification
These will include all
previously saved ones
(effectively replaced).
Target now about 81%
complete
Allows small polygons to
be treated independently
of large polygons.
Select all polys <25 hectares from
FILEA
Give same class attribute in a new
item
Dissolve all these internal lines
FILEA divide on semi-natural
classes all polys <25 ha
(FILESEMI)
Dissolve on urban/suburban
(FILEURB)
Remaining Polygons - see appendix 3
Visually examine to see if 'close together' and
forming a significant effect on the landscape
pattern at 100,000. Delete where appropriate
Conversion to CORINE Classes
Earlier major polygons are renumbered to
CORINE classes
Classification to CORINE 'land use' classes not
individually identified in land cover classes.
Generalize/smooth to final line style
Comparisons with original Statistical comparison
Visual examination
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now small, 'isolated' and
can be safely lost to the
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